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Abstract

Open-domain extractive question answering works well on textual data by first retrieving candidate texts and then extracting the answer from those candidates. However, some questions cannot be answered by text alone but require information stored in tables. In this paper, we present an approach for retrieving both texts and tables relevant to a question by jointly encoding texts, tables and questions into a single vector space. To this end, we create a new multi-modal dataset based on text and table datasets from related work and compare the retrieval performance of different encoding schemata. We find that dense vector embeddings of transformer models outperform sparse embeddings on four out of six evaluation datasets. Comparing different dense embedding models, tri-encoders, with one encoder for each question, text and table, increase retrieval performance compared to bi-encoders with one encoder for the question and one for both text and tables. We release the newly created multi-modal dataset to the community so that it can be used for training and evaluation.

1 Introduction

Finding the answer to a factual question in a large collection of documents is a tedious task that many people from a broad range of domains have to complete on a daily basis. In order to address this task with machine learning approaches, it has been formalized as open-domain extractive question-answering (QA). More specifically, given a natural language question and a database of text documents as a knowledge base, open-domain extractive QA aims to extract a substring that answers the given question out of one of the documents.

The standard approach for this task is a pipeline architecture consisting of two components: a retriever selecting a small subset of relevant documents from the database and a reader extracting granular answers out of each of these retrieved documents (Voorhees and Tice, 2000). In this paper, we focus on the retriever and present a transformer-based tri-encoder model as an implementation of this component. Retrievers can also be implemented with bag-of-words retrieval methods, such as TF-IDF or BM25, that transform all documents and the question to sparse vector representations. However, as these methods rely on a lexical overlap of the question and the documents, they fail to capture synonymy and other semantic relationships. This limitation motivates the use of dense vector representations and we compare dense retrieval models to a BM25 baseline in our experiments.

To date, most of the research centered around question-answering focuses on using free-form text as the single source for answering questions. However, valuable information can obviously be found in other modalities as well. For instance, a lot of information is stored in semi-structured tables; according to Cafarella et al. (2008), more than 14.1 billion tables can be found on the World Wide Web. Given that a user typically does not know in advance in which modality the answer to their question resides, a QA system capable of jointly handling text and tables is needed. One major challenge in building such a system is to represent texts and tables in a way that allows capturing semantic similarity and retrieving texts and tables that are semantically related to a given question.

Contributions The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) we present bi-encoder and tri-encoder models that are capable of joint retrieval of tables and texts; (2) we create and release a multi-modal dataset for training and evaluating models on this task; (3) we compare sparse retrieval models with dense retrieval models using bi-encoders and tri-encoders on our new multi-modal dataset and on five uni-modal datasets from related work.
Outline The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes existing methods for uni-modal retrieval of texts on the one hand and of tables on the other hand. Further, it discusses the only two, recently published approaches for joint retrieval of tables and texts. Section 3 briefly describes the existing uni-modal datasets and our new multi-modal dataset, which we use to train the retrieval models presented in Section 4 and to evaluate these models in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and gives directions for future work.

2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge the only existing work that addresses joint retrieval of tables and texts is by Chen et al. (2021), Talmor et al. (2021) and Li et al. (2021). To address the challenge of limited context available for tables, Chen et al. (2021) fuse a table segment and text passages into one block if they mention the same named entities. Each block is represented with a single dense embedding so that a table and relevant passages are jointly retrieved as a group if the embedding is similar to that of the question. This grouping makes sense because Chen et al. (2021) address the task of multi-hop QA, where information needs to be aggregated from multiple tables and texts to answer a question. In contrast to that, we address the slightly different task of single-hop QA, where either only one table or one text is needed to answer a question. Therefore, our approach represents tables and texts with separate embeddings, which are in the same embedding space. The advantage here is that the model learns to estimate relevance on the more fine-grained level of individual tables or texts and can decide whether a particular table or text is more relevant to the question.

Li et al. (2021) also address the task of multi-hop QA on texts and tables but retrieve them individually. They make use of the sparse retrieval method BM25 and a transformer-based reranker to generate a set of candidate texts and tables. With two separate BM25 indices for texts and tables, they retrieve a set of documents for each modality. In a second step, they apply a joint BERT-based reranker to reduce the size of candidate texts and tables. Talmor et al. (2021) create a MultiModalQA dataset containing questions that require joint reasoning over tables, texts, and images.

Otherwise closely related to our approach are TABERT by Yin et al. (2020) and TAPAS by Herzig et al. (2020), who use tables and texts for language model pre-training but do not consider joint retrieval of tables and texts. TURL focuses on representation learning for tables but also does not consider the retrieval task (Deng et al., 2020). Due to this limited amount of prior research, we discuss related work on the separate tasks of uni-modal text retrieval and table retrieval in the following.

2.1 Text Retrieval

Dense Passage Retrieval (DPR) by Karpukhin et al. (2020) relies on a bi-encoder model comprising two separate BERT models (Devlin et al., 2019). Similar to TF-IDF, DPR is a vector space model that represents both queries and documents in the same vector space. However, while TF-IDF represents text documents as very high dimensional sparse vectors, DPR relies on relatively low dimensional dense embeddings. While one of the models, the passage encoder ($BERT_p$), is used to encode text passages at indexing time, the second model, the question encoder ($BERT_q$), is used to encode questions at query time. Since BERT’s [CLS]-token is particularly designated to capture the meaning of the whole input sequence, its embedding is used as a representation vector for both the text passages and the questions.

The training aims to increase the dot product or cosine similarity of semantically similar passages and questions. In order to achieve this, Karpukhin et al. (2020) use, besides the question’s positive passage, hard negative passages as well as in-batch negative passages as training signal. Hard negatives are sampled utilizing a BM25-based retriever on the whole English Wikipedia dump. For each question, they use the highest ranked passage not containing the question’s answer string. DPR drastically outperforms BM25 by almost 20 percentage points with regard to recall@20 on the Natural Questions (NQ) dataset by Kwiatkowski et al. (2019).

2.2 Table Retrieval

Most existing table retrieval approaches rely on supervised learning-to-rank approaches. Zhang and Balog (2018) combine a set of hand-crafted query features, table features and query-table features with semantic similarity of table and query as additional feature. To get table and query representations, they use the average of pre-trained word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and RDF2vec em-
beddings (Ristoski and Paulheim, 2016). These features are then used to train a random forest regressor to get relevance scores of the tables with regard to the query. Interestingly, training word embeddings on a corpus of tables instead of texts does not improve performance (Zhang et al., 2019).

Shraga et al. (2020a) combine intrinsic and extrinsic table similarity scores. For the intrinsic table similarity, they concatenate the table’s title, caption, header and data rows and use a sliding window over this concatenated string to get a set of candidate passages for each table. Each candidate passage is scored using BM25 and the maximum of all passages of a table is the intrinsic score with regard to a query. The extrinsic score is based on table-table similarities to ensure that similar tables get a similar final score.

Bagheri and Al-Obeidat (2020) focus on hard queries that contain terms that do not occur in the relevant tables, which means the query and the relevant tables have a low lexical overlap. To this end, they learn low dimensional latent factor matrices to represent tables as well as queries, i.e., they learn term co-occurrences to be able to get tables that address the same topic but only partially overlap on a lexical level. Based on this result, we compare results on datasets with high or low lexical overlap in our experiments.

There are four deep learning approaches for table retrieval (Shraga et al., 2020b; Pan et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020b; Herzig et al., 2021). Shraga et al. (2020b) treat tables and queries as multi-modal objects that consist of query, table caption, schema, rows and columns. Each component is encoded using its own neural network encoder that accounts for its special characteristics. Subsequently, these uni-modal encodings are joined into a single representation, which is passed on to fully connected layers that predict whether the input table is relevant with regard to the input query.

Pan et al. (2021) stack two retrieval components. First, they use BM25 to produce a large subset of possibly relevant tables. These tables are then passed to a row-column intersection model that generates a probability distribution over the table cells whether they contain the answer to the user’s query. The maximum cell-level score for each table represents its retrieval score.

Chen et al. (2020b) apply the transformer-based language model BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to the table retrieval task by combining BERT embeddings with other, hand-curated table and query features. Their approach consists of several components, including a step where the concatenation of a query, a table’s context fields and selected relevant table rows are processed by a BERT model. A significant downside of this approach is that it becomes inefficient with increasing number of tables: for each query, all tables need to be passed through a BERT network.

Herzig et al. (2021) solve this efficiency problem by adapting Karpukhin et al.’s (2020) dense passage retrieval approach to dense table retrieval (DTR). To this end, they make use of TAPas (Herzig et al., 2020), a transformer-based language model that has been pre-trained on millions of tables. TAPas extends BERT by adding three different types of positional embeddings to encode the two-dimensional tabular structure: row, column and rank embeddings. This allows to flatten the table by concatenating the rows to a one-dimensional sequence of tokens. Similar to Karpukhin et al. (2020), Herzig et al. (2021) make use of a bi-encoder approach. However, they use two TAPas instances instead of BERT instances to encode the queries and the tables, respectively. The goal of training this bi-encoder is to build an embedding model that generates similar embeddings for questions and their relevant tables. As in Karpukhin et al.’s (2020) approach, this goal is achieved using hard-negatives retrieved from all the tables from the English Wikipedia dump as well as in-batch negatives. DTR outperforms BM25 by more than 40 percentage points on the NQ-TABLES dataset (Herzig et al., 2021). However, the experiments also show that TAPas requires additional pre-training on the task of table retrieval on millions of tables scraped from Wikipedia. As a further research direction for future work, Herzig et al. (2021) propose to combine tables and texts for multi-modal open-domain QA. We contribute towards this goal in our paper by providing a multi-modal retriever as one component of a multi-modal open-domain QA pipeline on tables and texts.

3 Datasets

The training and evaluation of models examined in this paper on the task of multi-modal retrieval makes use of five datasets from related work: NQ (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), NQ-TABLES (Herzig et al., 2021), WIKISQL (Zhong et al., 2017), a subset of WIKISQL, which we call
This section briefly explains the characteristics of these datasets and of our newly created multi-modal retrieval dataset comprising tables and texts, which we call MultiModalRetrieval. Table 1 gives an overview of the modality and the number of samples in each dataset.

**NQ** Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) is an open-domain QA dataset on Wikipedia articles. It consists of questions, their answers and the text passages the answers reside in. The questions are natural because they consist of real user queries issued to the Google search engine instead of questions posed by annotators after reading a text passage, which was done to create other popular QA datasets, such as the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al., 2018). Having natural questions does not only ensure that the questions correspond to information needs by real users but also makes the dataset open-domain, i.e., the questions are context-independent and can be understood without their accompanying text passage that contains the answer. For the purpose of retrieval, we utilize Karpukhin et al.’s (2020) pre-processed variant of NQ.

**NQ-TABLES** The answers to most of the questions inside the NQ dataset can be found in plain unstructured text. However, a subset of the questions are answered by tables. As a consequence, Herzig et al. (2021) construct NQ-TABLES, a table-specific QA dataset based on NQ. To achieve this objective, they extract all the tables and all the questions whose answers reside inside a table. They come up with a dataset consisting of 9,594 questions in the training set, 1,068 questions in the development set, 966 questions in the test set and 169,898 tables in total. Given that this dataset is a subset of NQ, the questions share the characteristic of being context-independent.

**WIKISQL** WIKISQL (Zhong et al., 2017) is a closed-domain QA dataset consisting of 24,241 tables and 80,654 natural language questions together with their corresponding SQL query. To build this dataset, Zhong et al. (2017) generate a number of random SQL queries for each table. These SQL queries are then transformed into crude questions using templates. Finally, Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd workers paraphrase these crude questions into natural language questions, which are checked by two additional crowd workers.

**OTT-QA** OTT-QA (Chen et al., 2021) is an open-domain multi-hop QA dataset of texts and tables from Wikipedia built upon HybridQA (Chen et al., 2020a), a closed-domain multi-hop QA dataset. Multi-hop QA refers to the fact that most questions inside the dataset require a combination of different texts and/or tables instead of a single document in order to be answered. To generate an open-domain version of HybridQA, Chen et al. (2021) let crowd workers decontextualize all the questions. Furthermore, they add additional question-answer pairs on newly crawled tables. Since the published annotations contain only the gold tables but not the gold texts, we use OTT-QA only for generating table retrieval training samples and evaluating the uni-modal retrieval of tables.

**MULTIMODALRETRIEVAL** Given that no multi-modal dataset of tables and texts is readily available, this paper newly introduces such a dataset based on datasets from related work. For this purpose, we combine the question-passage pairs from NQ as questions requiring a text passage to be answered with the question-table pairs from NQ-TABLES, WIKISQL-ctx-independent and OTT-QA as questions requiring a table to be answered.
be answered. Both Karpukhin et al. (2020) for text retrieval and Herzig et al. (2021) for table retrieval show that adding hard negatives as training signal boosts the retrieval performance of the model significantly. Therefore, we index 21 million Wikipedia passages (from Karpukhin et al. (2020)) and 7 million Wikipedia tables (used by Eisenschlos et al. (2020) to pre-train TAPAS) with Elasticsearch to sample hard negatives using BM25. For each question, the highest ranked passages or tables that do not contain the answer string were chosen, i.e., a question originating from a tabular question-answering dataset can also have a text passage as hard negative, and vice versa.

4 Approach

Our two approaches for the joint retrieval of tables and texts comprise bi-encoder and tri-encoder models based on uni-modal dense retrieval methods by Karpukhin et al. (2020) and Herzig et al. (2021).

In our first approach, the bi-encoder uses one language model to encode the questions and a second model to encode both the tables and the text passages. Our second approach adds a third encoder, such that there is one separate encoder for questions, text passages and tables. In contrast to the bi-encoder where tables and texts are encoded by the same model, the tri-encoder routes tables to the table encoder model and text passages to the text encoder model.

We train three different bi-encoders and three different tri-encoder models, which differ in the underlying language models as specified in Table 2. The first multi-modal bi-encoder consists of two different BERT-small instances that serve as question encoder and table and text encoder, respectively. In order to analyze whether the table-specific language model TAPAS (Herzig et al., 2020; Eisenschlos et al., 2020) gives a performance boost compared to a plain BERT model, the remaining two bi-encoders make use of a TAPAS model that is pre-trained for the task of table retrieval (Herzig et al., 2021) for at least one of their encoders. Thus, the second bi-encoder uses a BERT-small instance as question encoder and a TAPAS-small instance as table and text encoder. The third bi-encoder utilizes two TAPAS-small models, one to encode the questions and the second to encode both text and tables. Using BERT-small instead of BERT-base or BERT-large models drastically reduces the number of parameters and allows to fit more training samples into one batch. In contrast to a BERT-large model with 24 transformer layers, hidden representations of size 1024, 16 attention heads, and a total number of 335M parameters, BERT-small consists of only 4 transformer layers, hidden representations of size 512, 8 attention heads, and a total number of 29.1M parameters.

The first tri-encoder model uses BERT-small instances for all of its three encoders. Also for the tri-encoder approach, we analyze the impact of using TAPAS for at least one of the encoders. Therefore, the second architecture makes use of a BERT-small model for both the question encoder and the text encoder and utilizes a TAPAS-small instance to encode the tables. The third tri-encoder model uses two TAPAS-small instances to encode questions and tables and a BERT-small instance to encode text passages.

Herzig et al. (2021) use an additional down-projection layer to reduce the dimensionality of the question and table embeddings. We evaluated models with and without such a down-projection layer and found that their results do not differ significantly. Therefore, we consider only TAPAS-models without a down-projection layer throughout the remainder of this paper, including the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Ctx-ind.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NQ</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>58,880</td>
<td>3,610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQ-TABLES</td>
<td>table</td>
<td>9,594</td>
<td>966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIKISQL</td>
<td>table</td>
<td>56,355</td>
<td>15,878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIKISQLctx-independent</td>
<td>table</td>
<td>7,336</td>
<td>2,101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTT-QA</td>
<td>table</td>
<td>41,469</td>
<td>2,158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIMODALRETRIEVAL</td>
<td>text &amp; table</td>
<td>120,239</td>
<td>4,937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Modality and number of train and test samples for multi-modal retrieval models. Only WIKISQL is not context-independent (ctx-ind.), which is why we create the subset WIKISQLctx-independent.
Table 2: Examined multi-modal bi-encoder and tri-encoder models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoders</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bi-encoder</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
<td>———</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-encoder</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
<td>———</td>
<td>TAPAS-small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-encoder</td>
<td>TAPAS-small</td>
<td>———</td>
<td>TAPAS-small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-encoder</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-encoder</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
<td>TAPAS-small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-encoder</td>
<td>TAPAS-small</td>
<td>BERT-small</td>
<td>TAPAS-small</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Hyperparameters used to train the bi-encoder and tri-encoder multi-modal retrieval models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bi-encoders</th>
<th>Tri-encoders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>1e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR schedule</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm-up steps</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 specifies the evaluation results for BM25, all bi-encoder and all tri-encoder models.

Table 3 specifies the hyperparameters used to train the bi-encoder and tri-encoder models on the training split of the MultiModal Retrieval dataset described in Section 3. The learning objective is to create similar embeddings for relevant texts and/or tables with regard to a question. To train the models more efficiently, we make use of in-batch negatives besides each question’s hard negative text or table as suggested by Karpukhin et al. (2020) in the context of text retrieval.

## 5 Experiments

We compare the presented dense retrieval models to the sparse retrieval method BM25 and evaluate them based on recall@k with k ∈ {10, 20, 100}. The search space to evaluate the models needs to consist of both texts and tables. For this purpose, 500,000 Wikipedia text passages are sampled making sure that the gold passages are among these passages. Furthermore, besides the text passages, all the tables from WikiSQL, OTT-QA, and NQ-TABLES are used, resulting in 656,166 tables and therefore approximately 1.2 million documents in total. The models are evaluated on a random sample of 1,000 questions of each dataset’s test split as listed in Table 1 and the full test split of the WikiSQL dataset.

Following Karpukhin et al. (2020), a document retrieved for a question originating from NQ or NQ-TABLES is considered a correct match if the document contains the answer string of the granular answer. Given that the derivation of the granular answer for questions originating from WikiSQL and OTT-QA might need further aggregation, such as summation or counting, and, therefore, the answer string does not need to be present in a relevant document, a retrieved document is only considered a correct match if it is the gold annotated table. Table 4 specifies the evaluation results for BM25, all bi-encoder and all tri-encoder models.

The evaluation shows that BM25 outperforms all dense methods on both the full WikiSQL dataset and WikiSQL’s context-independent questions. It outperforms the best dense retrieval model on this dataset, the tri-encoder consisting of three BERT models, by 21.9 percentage points on all WikiSQL questions and 30.4 percentage points on context-independent WikiSQL questions with regard to recall@10.

Analysing the WikiSQL dataset in more detail shows a very high lexical overlap of questions with their accompanying table. A combination of the Jaccard coefficient and Gestalt-Pattern-Matching allows to quantify the lexical overlap of the questions with their corresponding tables without incorporating neither duplicate occurrences of the same word nor the order of the words inside the questions and the tables. This word order independence is particularly important for the analysis, given that the sparse retrieval method BM25 is order-agnostic. Even after lower-casing questions and tables and removing stopwords in the WikiSQL dataset, 40.68% of the questions lexically overlap completely with the relevant table, according to the combination of the Jaccard coefficient and Gestalt-Pattern-Matching. This large lexical overlap explains BM25’s strong performance on that dataset in Table 4. In contrast, only 0.27% of the questions in OTT-QA overlap completely with their accompanying table.

To better understand how the lexical overlap of questions and accompanying tables influences BM25’s performance, we split the test sets of WikiSQL and WikiSQL_ctx-independent into subsets with...
Table 4: Evaluation results of BM25 and bi-encoder and tri-encoder retrieval models on 1000 random samples of the test splits of NQ, WikiSQL, context-independent questions of WikiSQL, OTT-QA, and NQ-TABLES and the full test set of our new MULTI-MODAL-RETRIEVAL dataset with regard to recall@10, recall@20, and recall@100.

When it comes to the performance on the text modality, i.e., questions deriving from NQ whose gold-label answer resides in a text passage, four out of the six dense retrieval models outperform BM25. This model outperforms BM25 by 16.8 percentage points with regard to recall@10. However, this bi-encoder exceeds the tri-encoder consisting of three BERT encoders only slightly by one percentage point. The sparse retrieval method BM25 beats the bi-encoder consisting of a BERT model as question encoder and a TAPAS model as text and table encoder as well as the tri-encoder consisting of two TAPAS models serving as question encoder and table encoder, respectively, and a BERT model serving as text encoder.

In summary, the best performance on the WikiSQL test set is achieved by the sparse retrieval method BM25. The tri-encoder consisting of three BERT encoders shows the best performance on the remaining two tabular datasets, OTT-QA and NQ-TABLES. On the NQ dataset, i.e., questions...
Figure 1: Recall@20 of the BM25 model and the BERT-BERT-BERT tri-encoder across different percentage of lexical overlap of question and table. Performance of BM25 drops drastically if the lexical overlap is low.

whose answers reside in the textual modality, the bi-encoder consisting of two BERT encoders performs best but is almost on par with the tri-encoder consisting of three BERT models.

We can conclude that models involving TA\textsc{P}AS as question, text, and/or table encoder perform worse than models that rely only on BERT language models. Herzig et al. (2021) show that to be able to use TA\textsc{P}AS for the retrieval of tables, TA\textsc{P}AS needs to be additionally pre-trained on the table retrieval task. These pre-trained table retrieval models, which are used in the bi-encoders and tri-encoders that involve one or more TA\textsc{P}AS instances as encoder, are, however, pre-trained solely on the task of table retrieval. Given the fact that the plain TA\textsc{P}AS model cannot be adapted to retrieval from scratch but needs this special pre-training, it might be the case that, to use TA\textsc{P}AS efficiently for the retrieval of both texts and tables, it needs to be pre-trained in a multi-modal setting on the retrieval of both texts and tables. Furthermore, batch size is significant for training retrieval models, as higher batch sizes make the training harder by adding more in-batch negatives. While the training of a bi-encoder does not allow a batch size higher than 38 and the training of a tri-encoder does not allow a batch size higher than 28 on a Tesla V100 GPU with 16 GB of memory, Herzig et al. (2021) make use of a batch size of 256 for training their TA\textsc{P}AS-based table retrieval models. Accordingly, it might be the case that TA\textsc{P}AS is more unstable to train and requires, therefore, larger batch sizes.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a transformer-based approach using bi-encoder and tri-encoder models for multi-modal retrieval of tables and texts. With experiments on five datasets from related work and one newly created dataset, we show that the presented dense retrieval models outperform the sparse retrieval model BM25 if there is a low lexical overlap of questions and relevant tables and texts. More specifically, the tri-encoder architecture performs better on OTT-QA and NQ-TABLES, which represent the tabular modality, while the bi-encoder architecture performs slightly better on the NQ dataset representing the textual modality. We observe that the best retrieval models are those that rely only on BERT models as encoder and do not make use of TA\textsc{P}AS.

From an application point of view, future work could integrate the presented retrieval models as one component in a multi-modal open-domain QA pipeline and evaluate it on a real-world use case. Such a pipeline would facilitate information access immensely by combining valuable information from both sources rather than relying only on either texts or tables. Another promising path for future work is to extend our approach to more modalities with transformer-based models for images, videos, or speech. These models could serve as encoders for documents of different modalities to jointly train an \( n \)-encoder architecture, where one encoder is tailored to the queries and the remaining \( n - 1 \) encoders are tailored to each of the modalities that the user would like to search on. Last but not least, the research community would surely benefit from the creation of more multi-modal datasets to improve training and evaluation of multi-modal retrieval models and we are only making a first step in this direction with creating and releasing a dataset of tables and texts.
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